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Preface

This bibliography is a collection of books and articles dealing with historical metrology in China. The historical subjects covered by this bibliography span from the origin of the Chinese civilisation until the Qing period (1644-1911), with the inclusion of some entries referring to the Republican Period and the PRC as well as to music, as far as it focuses on metrological problems. We have tried to be as inclusive as possible in the collection of materials and the compilation of the entries, but given the output of publications nowadays and the often very marginal character of publications dealing with historical metrology this can only be a first attempt at providing historians, especially those investigating economic and institutional history, with a reference tool that may prove helpful for their research. We have not only included articles and books written in Chinese and English, but also such in Japanese, French, German, Russian, and even Korean.

The structure of the bibliography was built as simple as possible. On the upper level of organisation, i.e. the main chapters, we followed a chronological order. After listing general surveys on the history of weighing and measuring in China in the first main chapter, the following main chapters proceed from one period or dynasty to the next, beginning with the pre-Zhou period and ending with the Qing dynasty. Within a main chapter dealing with one period or dynasty we arranged sub-chapters beginning with general surveys on the history of weights and measures of a given period and then proceeding with sub-chapters in the sequence of duliangheng, that is, length measures, capacity measures, and volume measures, and concluding – if relevant publications are available – with area measuring. In the sub-chapter the individual entries are in alphabetical order based on the given name of an author. Only in the first main chapter dealing with general surveys on the history of weighing and measuring did we differentiate between monographs and articles. This was not necessary anymore for the following main chapters which almost exclusively list articles only. It may well be that an article deals with more than one period or dynasty (e.g. Sui and Tang) and that more than one metrological category is discussed (e.g. weights and volume measures). As far as possible and feasible, such a study would be listed not only under the first mentioned, or earlier period (Sui), and within this main chapter under the first mentioned metrological category (weights), but also under each other mentioned period (Tang) and each other mentioned metrological category (volume measures). Within the next few months this bibliography will be supplemented with further data. This remark makes clear that we have to do it here with a preliminary result or, to say it more positively, with an on-going process. Naturally, we are grateful for any advices and hints that help us to improve this bibliography, especially with regard to articles and books that are not yet included in this collection.

I am especially indebted to Cao Jin and Ulrich Theobald, my assistants and collaborators at the Section of Chinese Studies, Department of Chinese and Korean Studies of the Institute of Asian and Oriental Studies, Tübingen University, for their vigorous efforts in pushing this collection of data to a publishable stage and feeding it with many new items of interest, in particular concerning the publications that appeared in the 1990s and the new century. At an earlier stage of this collection we were assisted by Dr. Shan Kunqin, once collaborator at our Section, who critically proofread the whole bibliography, made suggestions for its improvement, and supplemented it with data from the *Fuyin baokan ziliao* (Reprinted materials from newspapers and periodicals) database. We also received help from Alexeï Volkov, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, who provided us with data of Russian publications. Moreover, my old friends from Sichuan, Zhang Xuejun and Zhang Lihong, have to be mentioned who supported us in entering Chinese characters and by suggesting...
improvements. This was during a research stay in Tübingen in 1999/2000 which was made possible by a grant of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD). We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of this German foundation contributing so much to international scientific exchange.

Hans Ulrich Vogel

Tübingen, June 2012
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1. General Surveys on the History of Weighing and Measuring in China
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Hubeisheng jiliang zhi bianzuan weiyouhui bian 湖北省計量志編纂委員會編: *Hubeisheng jiliang zhi* 湖北省計量志 (Record on calculating and measuring in Hubei province), Beijing: Zhongguo jiliang chubanshe, 1995.
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Marakuev, A.V.: *Mery i vesy v Kitae* (Measures and weights in China). Vladivostok, 1930. [A short pamphlet that was probably published in a small number of copies and that is hardly accessible now.]


Qiu Guangming 丘光明: *Zhongguo gudai duliangheng kao* 中國古代度量衡考 (Investigation of ancient Chinese length, capacity and weight measures), Tianjin: Tianjin jiaoyu chubanshe, 1991. [Unfortunately, this book contains many printing errors, for which the publisher is to be blamed. There is a translation of this text by Kashima Junichirō 加島淳一朗 in *Keiryōshi kenkyū* 計量史研究 (Research into the history of metrology [Bulletin of the Society of Historical Metrology, Japan]), 21 (1999)-23 (2001).]
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Qiu Guangming 丘光明: Zhongguo lidai duliangheng kao 中國歷代度量衡考 (Investigations into the length, capacity and weight measures of China through the ages), Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1992. [This is an up-dated account on length, capacity and weight measures of China through the ages. It contains many photographs of archaeological remains, rubbings of inscriptions and illustrations drawn by Qiu Guangming herself. Archaeological remains are described, and each major section is accompanied by a research article, containing tables summarizing the quantitative findings. This book replaces Qiu Long et al., Zhongguo gudai duliangheng tuji 中國古代度量衡圖集 (Collected illustrations of old Chinese length, capacity and weight measures), Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1981.]
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Hu Ji 胡戟: "Xianyang Shijianguo lüliang yuechi" 咸陽始建國律量龠尺 (The lüliang [capacity measure] and the yuechi [length measure] in Xianyang during the Shijianguo period [9-13 A.D.]), in: Xibei lishi ziliao 西北歷史資料 (Historical material of the north-west), 1980, 1.
Li Naiji 劉乃驥: "Xin Jialiang wuliang mingshi" 新嘉量五量銘釋 (Explaining the inscription of the five New Jia Capacity Measure vessels), in: BDGXJK, 1936, 5.2, pp. 217-230.
Liu Fu 劉復: "Gugong suocun newjialiang zhi jiaoliang ji tuisuan" 故宮所存新嘉量之校量及推算 (Comparisons and estimates of the capacity of the New Jia Capacity Measure vessel stored in the Palace Museum), in: GBDLH, 1934, 1.4, pp. 23-29.
Liu Fu 劉復: "Xin Jialiang zhi jiaoliang ji tuisuan" 新嘉量之校量及推算 (Comparisons and estimates of the capacity of the New Jia Capacity Measure vessel), in: Furen xuezhi 輔仁學志 (Furen [University] academic records), 1928, 1.1, pp. 1-29.
6.4. History of Wang Mang Interregnum Weighing

Anon.: "Mangheng" 莽衡 (Weights of Wang Mang), in: YLXK, 1934, 8, 58.
Anon.: "Xin-Mang tongquan" 新莽銅權 (Bronze weights of Wang Mang), in: YLXK, 1930, 12.

Fu Zhenlun 傅振倫: "Dingxi Xin-Mang quanheng chutu de didian he jingguo" 定西新莽權衡出土的所在地和經過 (The exact location and process of the excavation of a Xin-Mang period balance in Dingxi [Shaanxi province]), in: ZLBG, 1980 (2).


Fu Zhenlun 傅振倫: "Ji Xin-Mang quanheng" 記新莽權衡 (On the weights of Wang Mang), in: Jingshi ribao wenxian zhoukan 經世日報文獻周刊 (Documentary weekly of the Statecraft daily), 10 Mai 1947, 5; 17 Mai 1947, 6; 31 Mai 1947, 8.


7. The Period of Disunity (220-589): Three Kingdoms Period (220–280), the Jin Dynasty (265-420) and Sixteen Kingdoms (304-439), and the Southern and Northern Dynasties (420-589)

7.1. General History of Disunity Period Weighing and Measuring

Guan Zengjian 關增建: "Zu Chongzhi dui jiliang kexue de gongxian" 祖沖之對計量科學的貢獻 (Zu Chongzhi's contributions to the science of metrology), in: Ziran bianzhengfa tongxun 自然辯證法通訊 (Journal of dialectics of nature), 2004, 1, pp. 68-73.
Wu Hui 吳慧: "Wei Jin Nanbeichao Sui Tang de duliangheng" 魏晉南北朝隋唐的度量衡 (Length, capacity and weight measures of the Wei, Jin, Northern and Southern dynasties as well as of the Sui and Tang periods), in: ZGSHJJ, 1992, 3, pp. 7-18, 60.

7.2. Disunity Period Length Measuring

Chen Lianluo 陳連洛: "Cong Datong Beiwei Yongguling zhi kan gudai de changdu danwei – li" 從大同北魏永固陵看古代的長度單位——里 (The ancient length measurement unit li seen from the system of the Yonggu mausoleum in Datong from the Northern
Wei period), in: Shanxi Datong daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 山西大学学报 (社会科学版) (Journal of Shanxi Datong University (social sciences issue)), 2009, 3, pp. 24-26, 32.


Guan Zengjian 関增建: "Xun Xucu yu Xun Xucu lüchi" 荀勲與荀勲律尺 (Xun Xu and his pitchpipe chi [length measure]), in: ZGJL, 2004, 4, pp. 43-44.


Kota (Furuta) Takehiko 古田武彦: "Gi Shin-(Saishin)-chō tanri no shiryō hihan - Yamao Sachihisa shi no hanron ni kotaeru" 魏晉(西晉)朝短里の史料批判 - 山尾幸久氏の反論に答える (Comments on the historical material concerning the short li [league] of the Wei and Jin (Western Jin) periods: Replying to the rebuttal of Mr. Yamao Sachihisa), in: Kodaigaku kenkyū 古代學研究 (Ancient history research), 1974, 73.

Li Hai 李海, Lü Shiru 呂仕儒, Gao Hai 高海 and Ma Zhiqiang 马志強: "Beiwei chidu jiqi du houshi de yingxiang" 北魏尺度及其對後世的影響 (A study on the length measures in the Northern Wei period and their influence on later times), in: Shanxi Datong daxue xuebao (ziran kexue ban) 山西大学学报 (自然科学版) (Journal of Shanxi Datong University (natural sciences issue)), 2010, 4, pp. 87-92.

Shinohara Shunji 篠原俊次: "Gishi Wajinden no ritei tan-i - sono ichi - ri (ho) tei ronsō megutte" 魏志倭人傳の里程単位 - その1 - 里(歩)程論争巡って (The li mileage unit in the "Account of the Japanese people" in the "Record of the Wei" [a section of the "History of the Three Kingdoms (Sanguozhi)"]), Nr. 1: On the debate of the length of the li [league] (and bu [length measure unit])), in: KRSKK, 1979, 1.2, pp. 38-58.


7.3. Disunity Period Capacity Measuring


Li Xiaoping 李小平: "Qimin yaooshu 'sheng', 'dou' lei liangci chengliang duxiang ji chengyin" 《齊民要術》《升、斗》類量詞稱量對象及成因 (Target objects for quantifiers of volume measures like sheng and dou in the book Qimin yaoshu [Important techniques for the welfare of the people]) and the reasons of their formation), in: Yumeng xuekan 雲夢學刊 (Journal of Yunmeng), 2011, 6, pp. 132-134.

Zhou Guolin 周國林: "Cao-Wei 'mu shouzu si sheng' bianwu" 曹魏《畝收租四升》辨誤 (Correction of the wrong saying "collecting rent of four sheng per mu" from the Cao-Wei empire), in: Jianghan luntan 江漢論壇 (Jianghan tribune), 1982, 1, pp. 67-70.

7.4. Disunity Period Area Measuring


8. The Sui Period (581-618)

8.1. Sui Period Length Measuring

Ma Heng 马衡: Suishu lülizhi shiwudeng chi 隋書律曆志十五等尺 (The fifteen different classes of length measures as given in the treatise on harmonics and astronomy in the History of the Sui period (Suishu), Beiping [Beijing], 1932, privately printed.

Ma Heng; J. C. Ferguson transl.: The Fifteen Different Classes of Measures as given in the Chapter on Harmonics and Astronomy in the History of the Sui period, Peiping [Beijing], 1932, privately printed.


8.2. Sui Period Capacity Measuring

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Sui Tang Song Yuan zhi ji de liangqi yu liangzhi" 隋唐宋元之間的量器與量制 (Capacity measures and the capacity measuring system during the Sui, Tang, Song and Yuan periods), in: ZGJJS, 1987, 1.


8.3. Sui Period Weighing


9. The Tang (618-907) and Five Dynasties Periods (907-960)

9.1. General History of Tang and Five Dynasties Periods Weighing and Measuring


9.2. Tang and Five Dynasties Periods Length Measuring


Hua Linfu 華林甫; "Tangmu kao" 唐畝考 (Investigations into the mu [area measuring unit] of the Tang period), in: NYKG, 1991 (3).

Sun Cizhou 孫次周: "Henan chutu Tangdai tongchi kaozheng" 河南出土唐代銅尺考証 (Examination of the Tang bronze chi [length measure] unearthed in Henan [province]), in: Daxue 大學 (University), 1942 1.1.

Sun Cizhou 孫次周: "Songxian Tangmu suochu tiejian tongchi ji muzhi zhi kaozheng" 嵩縣唐墓所出鐵剪銅尺及墓誌之考證 (Examination of the iron scissors, bronze chi [length measure] and the tomb inscription unearthed from a Tang tomb in Songxian [district of Henan province]), in: Zhongguo wenhua yanjiusuo huikan 中國文化研究所匯刊 (Collected articles of the Research Institute of Chinese Culture), 1941, Chap. 1.


Wu Ze 吳澤: "Lun Wang Guowei de Tangchi yanjiu - Wang Guowei zai gu qiwu he gushi yanjiu shang chengjiu zongjie zhi yi" 論王國維的唐尺研究 - 王國維在古器物和古史研究上成就總結之一 (Summary no. 1 of Wang Guowei's achievements in the research


9.3. Tang and Five Dynasties Periods Capacity Measuring


Hao Chunwen 郝春文: "Tang houqi Wudai Song chu Dunhuang senren yu siyuan changzhu hu dou de guanxi (xia)" 唐後期五代宋初敦煌僧人與寺院常住斛斗的關係(下) (The relationship between the hu and dou [capacity measures used by] monks and permanent monastic residents at Dunhuang during the last period of Tang, the Five Dynasties, and the beginning of the Song period (part 2)), in: Shoudu shifan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 首都師範大學學報 (社會科學版) (Journal of Capital Normal University (social sciences issue)), 1998, 4, 123, pp. 27-33.
9.4. Tang and Five Dynasties Periods Weighing


Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Guheng 'fen' ming kao - guanyu jinnian lai Tangheng zhengyi de yidian qianjian" 古衡《分》名考 - 關於近年來唐衡爭議的一點淺見 (An investigation into the designation fen [i.e. a weight measure unit] in connection with the ancient weighing [system]: My humble opinion with regard to a recent debate on the Tang weighing [system]), in: WW, 1993, 5, pp. 66-71, 29.


9.5. Tang and Five Dynasties Periods Area Measuring

Yang Jiping 楊際平: "Tangdai chibu, muzhi, muchan xiaoyi" 唐代尺步、畝制、畝產小議 (A small conference about the \( \text{chi} \) [length measuring] and the \( \text{mu} \) [area measuring] system and the per \( \text{mu} \) yield of the Tang period), in: ZGSHJJ, 1996, 2, pp. 32-44.

10. The Song Period (960-1279)

10.1. General History of Song Period Weighing and Measuring

Wu Hui 吳慧: "Song Yuan de duliangheng" 宋元的度量衡 (Weights and measures of the Song and Yuan periods), in: ZGSHJJ, 1994, 1, pp. 16-23; 7.


10.2. Song Period Length Measuring

Guan Yuchun 管玉春: "Nanjingshi Xiaowei jie Beisongmu chutu muchi" 南京市孝衛街北宋墓出土木尺 (A wooden \( \text{chi} \) [length measure] unearthed from a Northern Song tomb in Xiaowei street of Nanjing city), in: WW, 1982, 8, p. 50.


Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Songdai duliangheng qi de zhuzou yu guanli jigou" 宋代度量衡器的製作與管理機構 (The organisation of Song period length, capacity and weighing tool production and administration), in: BSX, 1989, 5.

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Songdai Duliangheng de xingzheng guanli tizhi" 宋代度量衡的行政管理體制 (The system of administrative control over weights and measures), in:

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠, "Wumu, Zhechi, Hubu: Tang-Song zhi ji Taihu liuyu de teshu bumu yu chidu" 吳畝，浙尺，湖步: 唐宋之際太湖流域的特殊畝與尺度 (The mu [area measure] of the Wu region, the chi [length measure] of the Zhe region, and the bu [length measure] of the Hu region: the special area and length measures of the Lake Taihu drainage area during the Tang and Song periods), in: Jingji yu guanli 經濟與管理 (Economy and administration), 1993, 6, pp. 45-46.


10.3. Song Period Capacity Measuring


Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "'Hu' 'shi' guanxi kao - jianlun wudou huzhi de chansheng yu queli" 《斛》《石》關係考 - 兼論五斗斛制的產生與確立 (An investigation into the relationship between the hu and shi [capacity measures], with an additional discussion of the origin and establishment of the system of five dou per hu), in: ZHWSLC, 1987, 2.3, pp. 305-325.
Hao Chunwen 郝春文: "Tang houqi Wudai Song chu Dunhuang sengren yu siyuan changzhu hu dou de guanxi (xia) (The relationship between the hu and dou [capacity measures used by] monks and permanent monastic residents at Dunhuang during the last period of Tang, the Five Dynasties, and the begin of the Song period (part 2)), in: Shoudu shifan daxue xuebao (shehui kexue ban)首都師範大學學報 (社會科學版) (Journal of Capital Normal University (social sciences issue)), 1998, 4, 123, pp. 27-33. [Part 1 could not be exactly located.]


Zhang Xunliao 張勋燎: "Nansong guojia biaozhun de Wensiyuan guanliang he Ningguofu (Anhui Xuancheng) zizhi de dadou dahu 南宋國家標準的文思院官量和寧國府(安徽宣城)自置的大斗大斛–中國度量衡史專題研究之三 (No. 3 of special research on the history of Chinese length, capacity and weight measures: The official standard capacity measures at the Crafts Institute of the Northern Song and the autonomously set up large dou [capacity measure] and large hu [capacity measure] of Ningguofu (Xuancheng in Anhui [province])), in: SHKXZX 1980, 1, pp. 207-214.

10.4. Song Period Weighing


Cheng Panji 程磐基: "Song Yuan Ming Qing yaowu jiliang de kaozheng yu yanjiu 宋元明淸藥物劑量的考證與研究 (Textual criticism and study on medicinal dosage during the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing periods), in: Shanghai zhongyiyao zazhi 上海中醫藥雜誌 (Shanghai journal of traditional Chinese medicine), 2004, 7, pp. 6-8.


Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Guanyu Songdai jinliang qingzhong de kaoding cong Songren de kaocha gucheng lunji jinnian de chutu Songheng shiwu 關於宋代斤兩輕重的考訂 - 從宋人的考察古秤論及近年的出土宋衡實物 (A critical study of the weight of the jin and liang [weight units] of the Song period: From the investigations into the ancient weighing [system] by Song scholars to the concrete remains on Song weights unearthed in recent years), in: ZGSYJ, 1990, 3, pp. 88-100.

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Guanyu Songdai 'Yuanquxian dianxia yang' de jidian kaoshi 關於宋代《垣曲縣店下樣》的一點考識 (A few investigations into the "[salt] model

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Lüelun Songdai de quanheng qiwu" 略論宋代的權衡器物 (Short discussion of Song period weighing instruments), in: Guoji Songshi yantaohui Lunwen xuanji 國際宋史研討會論文選集 (Selected articles of the international symposium on Song history), Hebei daxue chubanshe, 1992, 8, pp. 100-118.

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Shangshui, doucheng, Songdai shijin: Songdai shichang xiaoyi" 商稅·斗稱·宋代市斤: 宋代市場小議 (Trade taxation, dou [capacity measure] and steelyards, the Song market jin: a brief discussion about the market during the Song dynasty), in: ZGJJYJ, 1996, 2, pp. 5-10.

Guo Zhengzhong 郭正忠: "Songdai Huanghe zhongyou de shangren yunshudui lüelun' Yuanquxian dianxia yang' de shehui jingji yiyi" 宋代黃河中游的商人運輸隊——略論《垣曲縣店下樣》的社會經濟意義 (The merchant transport group at the middle course of the Yellow River in the Song period: On the social and economic significance of the [salt] model [weight] of the Yuanqu district store”), in: Zhongzhou xuekan 中州學刊 (Zhongzhou academic journal), 1987, 3, pp. 122-124, 129.


Li Jushuang 李具雙: "Shilun Song Jin Yuan shiqi de yaoyong hengzhi" 試論宋金元時期的藥用衡制 (A discussion on the medicinal weighing system during the Song and Yuan periods), in: Jiangxi zhongyi xueyuan xuebao 江西中醫學院學報 (Journal of Jiangxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine), 2005, 6, pp. 14-16.


Yu Tianshu 俞天舒: "Zhejiang Ruian faxian Beisong Xining tongquan" 浙江瑞安發現北宋熙寧銅權 (A bronze weight of the Xining period [1068-1077] of the Northern Song discovered in Ruian, Zhejiang [province]), in: WW, 1975, 8, pp. 93-94.


Zheng Lingsheng 鄭靈生: "Sichuan Mianyang chutu de Songdai 'quanjun' tieqi" 四川綿陽出土的宋代《權軍》鐵器 (A "quanjun" iron utensil [i.e. weight for the army] of the Song period unearthed in Mianyang, Sichuan [province]), in: KG, 1961, 8, p. 447.


10.5. Song Period Area Measuring


11. The Liao (916-1125) and Jin (1115-1234) Empires

11.1. Liao and Jin Empires Length Measuring


11.2. Liao and Jin Empires Weighing


Li Jushuang 李具雙: "Shilun Song Jin Yuan shiqi de yaoyong hengzhi" 試論宋金元時期的藥用衡制 (A discussion on the medicinal weighing system during the Song, Jin and Yuan periods), in: Zhonghua zhongyi yaoza zhi 中華中醫藥雜誌 (China journal of traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacy), 2008, 6, pp. 478-480.


11.3. Eastern Xia Empire (1216-1233) Weighing and Measuring


Zhang Ying 張英 and Pu Taiyuan 樸太元: "Jilin Hunchunxian chutu Dongxia tongfama" 吉林琿春縣出土東夏銅砝碼 (Bronze balance weights of the Eastern Xia unearthed in Hunchun district, Jilin [province]), in: KG, 1987, 2, p. 190.
12. The Western Xia Empire (1038-1227)

Chen Bingying 陈炳應: "Xixia de hengzhi yu bizhi" 西夏的衡制與幣制 (Weight and coin systems of the Western Xia), in: ZGQB, 1994 (1), pp. 3-8, 17.
Shi Jinbo 史金波: "Xixia duliangheng chuyi" 西夏度量衡芻議 (A first discussion of the weights and measures of the Western Xia), in: Guyuan shizhuan xuebao (shehui kexue ban) 固原師專學報 (社會科學版) (Journal of Guyuan Teachers College (social sciences issue)), 2002, 3, pp. 9-12.
Sun Jimin 孫繼民 and Xu Huiling 許惠玲: "Xixia quechang shi wenshu suojian Xixia chidu guanxi yanjiu" 西夏榷場使文書所見西夏尺度關係研究 (Research on the relations of Xixia length measures as reflected in documents of market supervisors), in: Xixia yanjiu 西夏研究 (Tangut research), 2011, 2, pp. 85-91.
Wu Tianchi 吳天墀: "Guanyu Xixia suichacha de daxiaojin wenti" 關於西夏歲賜茶的大小斤問題 (On the question of large and small jin [weight units] of annually bestowed tea during the Western Xia), in: GMRB, 6 January 1958.

13. The Yuan Period (1271-1368)


Libbrecht, Ulrich: Chinese Mathematics in the Thirteenth Century: The Shu-shu chiu-chang of Ch'in Chiu-shao, Cambridge (Mass.): The MIT Press, 1973. [Qin Qiushao's book Shushu jiu Zhang 書術九章, which was completed in 1247, preserves a large amount of historical material related to length, area, capacity and weight measures of the thirteenth century.]
Wu Hui 吳慧: "Song Yuan de duliangheng" 宋元的度量衡 (Weights and measures of the Song and Yuan periods), in: ZGSHJJ, 1994, 1, pp. 16-23; 7.

13.2. Yuan Period Length Measuring

Yang Ping 楊平: "Cong Yuandai guanyin kan Yuandai de chidu" 從元代官印看元代的尺度 (Investigating the chi [length measure] system on the basis of the official seals of the Yuan period), in: KG, 1997, 8, p. 86.

13.3. Yuan Period Weighing

Anjixian bowuguan 安吉縣博物館 (Anji district Museum): "Zhejiang Anjixian faxian Yuandai tongquan" 浙江安吉縣發現元代銅權 ([Two] bronze weights of the Yuan period discovered in Anji district, Zhejiang [province]), WW, 1982, 4, p. 73.
Cai Ming 蔡明: "Shenzhen bowuguan cang Yuandai tongquan ji xiangguan wenti tantao" 深圳博物館藏元代銅權及相關問題探討 (The bronze weights from the Yuan period
collected by the Shenzhen Museum and a discussion on related questions), in: WB, 2012, 2, pp. 80-84.


Chen Jinmei 陳金梅: "Beipiao shi wenguansuo shoucang de liu jian YUandai tongquan" 北票市文管所收藏的6件元代銅權 (The six bronze weights from the Yuan period collected by the Relics Control Office of Beipiao city), in: Liaohai wenwu xuekan 遼海文物學刊 (Liaohai academic journal), 1997, 2, pp. 123-124.

Chen Jinsheng 陳金生 and Wang Heping 王和平: "Zhejiang Daishanxian faxian Yuan Dade liunian tongquan" 浙江岱山縣發現元大德六年銅權 (A bronze weight of year Dade 6 of the Yuan period [1302], discovered in Daishan district, Zhejiang [province]), in: WW, 1979, 12, p. 12.

Chen Wen 陳文: "Guangxi Lingshan xian faxian Yuandai tongquan" 廣西靈山縣發現元代銅權 (A bronze weight from the Yuan period discovered in Lingshan district, Guangxi [province]), in: KGWW, 2001, 6, p. 52.

Chen Zhimian 陳之勉: "Jiangxi Ganzhou chutu Yuandai tongquan" 江西贛州出土元代銅權 (Bronze weights from the Yuan period unearthed in Ganzhou, Jiangxi [province]), in: WW, 1996, 2, pp. 112-113.


Cheng Jilin 程繼林: "Shandong Taianshi Dawenkouzhen jinnian chutu de yipi tongqi" 山東泰安市大汶口鎮近年出土的一批銅器 (Bronze utensils recently unearthed in Dawenkouzhen of Taian, Shandong [province]), in: KG, 1987, 7, 662-664


Chengdexian Wenguansuo 承德縣文管所 (Cultural administration office of Chengde district):"Hebei Chengdexian faxian Yuandai tongquan" 河北承德縣發現元代銅權 (A bronze weight discovered in Chengde, Hebei [province]), in: KG, 1994, 10, p. 960.


Dong Yongqiang 董永強: "Yuandai tongquan shang de Huihuishi Mengguwen mingwen kao" 元代銅權上的回鶻式蒙古文銘文考 (A study on the Uighur-Mongolian

Feng Xinhai 馮欣海: "Jiangsu Guanyunxian faxian Yuandai tongquan" 江蘇灌雲縣發現元代銅權 (A Yuan period bronze weight discovered in Guanyun district, Jiangsu [province]), in: WW, 1996, 8, p.25.

Feng Yi 馮沂: "Shandong Linyishi faxian wujian Yuandai tongquan" 山東臨沂市發現五件元代銅權 (Five bronze weights of the Yuan period discovered at Linyi city, Shandong [province]), in: WW, 1986, 4, S. 95.


Gao Guiyun 高桂雲 and Zhang Xiande 張先得: "Ji Beijing faxian de Yuandai tongquan" 記北京發現的元代銅權 (On a bronze weight of the Yuan period discovered in Beijing), in: KG, 1988, 6, p. 498.


Huang Minglan 黃明藍: "Yuandai tongquan lüekao" 元代銅權略考 (A brief study on bronze weights from the Yuan period), in: ZYWW, 1985, 3, pp. 96-98.

Li Jushuang 李具雙: "Shilun Song Jin Yuan shiqi de yaoyong hengzhi" 試論宋金元時期的藥用衡制 (A discussion on the medicinal weighing system during the Song, Jin and Yuan periods), in: Zhonghua zhongyi yaozhi 中華中醫藥雜誌 (China journal of traditional Chinese medicine and pharmacy), 2008, 6, pp. 478-480.
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